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The news this past year has been full of the many tribulations facing this
country. Among these, the opioid epidemic has remained a reoccurring
headline, as it continues to claim American lives every day. As you read this
post, about 175 Americans will die today from drug overdoses.[2] We know
the problem but do we know the solution? The legal system may offer some
promise in  nding the solution. Several state and local governments,
including Ohio and Kentucky, have  led lawsuits against Purdue Pharma,
Johnson & Johnson, and other drug manufacturers for their roles in fueling
the opioid crisis.[3]
These lawsuits have become so numerous that “one district court was
chosen to shepherd all the cases,”[4] into a nationwide multidistrict litigation.
Multidistrict courts are specially created by federal law, in order to
consolidate cases that raise similar or related claims against the same
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defendants.[5] Judge Daniel A. Polster of the Northern District of Ohio was
chosen to oversee the hundreds of lawsuits, now known as the Opioid
Multidistrict Litigation.[6] The complexity and magnitude of this litigation has
forced Judge Polster to “assign three special masters to assist him.”[7] One
of these special masters, David Cohen, called the litigation “one of the most,
if not the most complex pieces that the federal court system has seen.”[8]
The intricacies of litigating lawsuits of this nature stem from the wide-range
of complaints  led.[9] These lawsuits feature claims ranging from fraud to
deceptive marketing of prescription opioids.[10] The complaints all strike a
similar chord, mostly alleging that the companies “downplayed the serious
risk of addiction, advocated that the signs of addiction can be treated with
more opioids, and denied the risks of higher opioid dosages.”[11]
At  rst glance, these complaints resemble those made in the tobacco
litigation of the 1990s.[12] As in the opioid litigation, the tobacco litigation’s
plaintiffs alleged that the tobacco companies concealed and downplayed the
risks associated with tobacco use.[13] Both of these litigation efforts were
headed by states coming together to “hold a major American industry
accountable for a serious public health crisis.”[14] While, the tobacco
litigation resulted in a massive payout for the plaintiffs, only about 3% of the
settlement was used for tobacco-use prevention programs.[15]
Using the tobacco litigation as a guide for the opioid litigation is a dangerous
move, especially since lawyers are hungry for massive pro ts and state
attorney generals are seeking their own political fame from the settlement.
[16] With so many lives at stake, coupled with payouts estimated to reach
over 12 billion dollars,[17] the country cannot afford to waste any more time
or money on failed remedies.
With a test trial slated to begin in March of 2019, the circumstances seem
prime for a settlement of all the cases.[18] Perhaps money is the answer to
the opioid crisis with costs for the epidemic of addiction rising every day.[19]
But for many, money will not solve their daily struggles with addiction. The
truth of the matter is: addiction cannot be monetized. Despite the bleak
reality of the opioid crisis, there are still signs of hope. Health clinics across
the country open their doors to provide methadone to “people seeking to end
their addictions.”[20] City workers conduct home visits offering help those
who have recently overdosed.[21] There are small victories happening in
every city in America affected by this crisis, perhaps the judicial system can
give them something monumental to celebrate. 
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